


The spirit of space

Space.
The pure essence of Scandinavian design.
A void to fill.
Or not at all.
A place to respect and pursue.
Whether it’s within, or beyond.
Somewhere where you can relax, replenish and reflect.
Where the pulse goes down, and you can think clearly again.
Where you can be you, listening to your inner voice.
With eyes closed, body relieved, prepared for your next move.
In the rear seat of your Volvo XC90 or S90 Excellence.





Volvo XC90 Excellence.  
The essence of exclusivity

This luxury SUV is the pinnacle of human-centric, Scandinavian 
design. Space and elegance combine with the opulence of a 
first-class lounge to provide sophisticated travel.



The lavish interior has been carefully crafted to provide an 
atmosphere of tranquillity and luxurious seclusion for you and your 

guests. The Volvo Excellence is available in two variants – with four 
seats, or with three seats and an adjustable lounge console.



Scandinavian craftsmanship

Genuine materials. Meticulous craftsmanship. A sensory 
experience into the smallest detail. As a true connoisseur,  
you’ll feel instantly at home in the exquisite cabin of your  
Volvo Exellence.





The crystal glass gear-lever is  
handmade by Orrefors Sweden.

Handmade glasses in genuine crystal by the 
renowned Swedish glass makers at Orrefors.

Decor panels in handmade Linear  
Walnut for an exclusive sense  
of warmth and craftsmanship.

The individual Excellence seats feature a 
Perforated Fine Nappa Leather upholstery 
with a Scandinavian style rhomb pattern.



Comfort and control

Wherever you’re seated, you can enjoy a first-class lounge 
experience in an individual Fine Nappa Leather seat with 
advanced ventilation and massage functions. Exclusive 
amenities such as folding leather-clad tray tables and a  
rear seat refrigerator are within easy reach. This is your  
own place to relax, re-think and re-energize.

Pop-up touch screen  
for convenient control of  
the rear seat amenities.



3-level integrated ventilation  
in seat and backrest

5-programme integrated 
massage in the backrest

3-level seat  
heating

Fully power-operated  
seat adjustments

Power multi-directional  
lumbar support

Power seat cushion  
extensions for thigh support

Power adjustable  
side bolsters



Volvo Excellence is the ideal place for privacy 
and relaxation. Adding to convenient travelling, 

the leather-clad rear centre console features 
storage, folding tray tables and illuminated 

crystal glass holders.



Rear seat refrigerator for 
two 750ml bottles and two 
Orrefors crystal glasses.

Maroon Brown – the Volvo 
Excellence Charcoal interior.



In the three-seat Volvo Excellence Lounge, an adjustable lounge 
console with heated footrest and lockable storage creates an 
even more exclusive rear seat experience. And helping you 
to spend travel time more effectively, it provides a foldable 
integrated 13-inch tablet.



Silence and sound

Sound, how good it may be, is nothing without silence.  
Silence leaves room for your own thoughts and creates a 
relaxing atmosphere. Extensive sound insulation allows you  
to enjoy exactly this. And when you’re in the mood for the  
music of your choice, the Bowers & Wilkins audio system will 
make every single note come through clearly and distinctly. 
Nothing added, nothing removed. Simply true sound.



One of the world’s finest in-car audio systems by Bowers & Wilkins 
transforms the Volvo Excellence cabin into a concert hall. Designed 
to deliver the full musical experience, the high-end loudspeakers will 
surround you with a detailed, unadulterated sound you will feel.



Clean air

Space and air are for everyone inside your Volvo Excellence. 
The four-zone climate system with ionic air cleaner gives the 
interior air an invigorating freshness, while the panoramic roof 
adds to the impression of light and space. And for those outside, 
our powerful T8 Twin Engine powertrain with a plug-in hybrid 
technology allows full-electric drive with zero emissions.



Innovation driven by people

At Volvo Cars, we innovate for people. Every car, every 
technology and every design is the result of our passion  
to make life easier and better for you. This also allows us to 
help solve some of the challenges of modern life, making  
it less complicated and more enjoyable.

For example, we have made a unique commitment that 
from 2019 every new car we launch will feature an electric 
motor – a major step towards a more sustainable future. 
And within the area of connectivity, our vision is that by 
2025 every new Volvo will help its owner reclaim one week  
of quality time per year.

Of course, we also have a progressive vision for the future 
of safety. We believe that, by 2020, no one should be killed 
or seriously injured in a new Volvo car. We will achieve this 
through our unique approach to safety, which builds on real-
life research to create innovations that better protect people.

Collectively, this is what drives us forward as a company 
and is why we’re investing in the future, a future where 
innovation is designed around you.
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